Introduction
After 13 years, the multinational human genome project was completed in 2003. Fundamental goals, like mapping and identifying human genes and determining sequences of all chromosomes, have been achieved [1, 2] . A load of data was generated and made available for further analysis. Moreover, this project has demonstrated that concerted efforts and enormous investments have to be accomplished to reach these goals [3] . This led to the perception that new technologies are essential for high throughput sequencing, and it sparked the foundation of new companies and risky ventures directed towards new sequencing methods and instruments.
New Technologies with Different Approaches
Next generation sequencing (NGS) also dubbed as massively parallel sequencing or sometimes total genome sequencing bears no resemblance to chain-termination (Sanger) sequencing. In all NGS methods, genetic material is extracted by customary methods, then a DNA library is prepared, usually by physical fragmentation and ligation of specific adapters. In the case of amplicon-based sequencing, pre-amplified DNA is used instead. Adapters, composed of signal sequence oligonucleotides, attach to both ends (paired end library) or circularize the DNA fragment (mate pair library). A mate pair library is an option if long ranges of unknown DNA up to 2 kb have to be explored, because the sequence reaction runs from the site of the adapter in both directions. DNA fragments with their identical adaptors immobilize to solid surfaces or beads. This step is a prerequisite for clonal sequencing since in any case single DNA strands are separated. To increase the amount of identical DNA and ensure an appropriate signal output in the sequencing reaction which is strong enough for sensitive detection, DNA amplification follows, either by emulsion polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or solid phase amplification. This step requires specific attention because polymerases with low fidelity may become an additional source of error, if there is a tendency to incorporate erroneous nucleotides. This can result in high exclusion rates of reads and consequently lead to low coverage, dropouts, and bad data quality. Meanwhile, newer sequencing methods avoiding amplification are on the verge of introduction. These methods, sometimes amusingly named as 'next-next generation', are capable of detecting DNA sequencing reactions at the single molecule level.
Most common is the use of emulsion PCR protocols in which single DNA fragments are bound to beads. Combined with PCR reagents, a clonal PCR reaction is carried out in a droplet of an oil-water emulsion. To discriminate between DNA beads carrying DNA and those which remain unloaded, the REM e (Robotic Enrichment Module; Roche 454 Life Sciences, Branford, CT, USA) can be used where liquid han- Gabriel/Stabentheiner/Danzer/Pröll tagenomics had a positive impact on marine biology ranging from biodiversity of deep sea to more shallow marine environs where the variety of microorganisms reflects the health of coral atolls [19, 20] . Somehow puzzling is the use of related methods to explore the human gut microbiome. As in atolls, there is a clear linkage of reduced bacterial diversity to energy consumption in humans. Furthermore, twin studies demonstrated that the unbalanced representation of bacterial genes and overrepresentation of specific metabolic pathways links to the development of obesity [21] [22] [23] . NGS plays also a pivotal role in the detection of new viruses in human disease and, again, in the grapevine [24, 25] . Rapidly diminishing honey bee colonies are a worry to bee keepers and scientists, as their loss is immediate and poses a threat to agriculture. Honey bees pollinate up to 70% of commodity crops. So far, no unique reason had been found, but NGS made the search for infectious agents possible indicating that Nosema ceranae or Israeli acute paralysis virus of bees play an important role subsequent to or in combination with environmental stressors [26, 27] . With comparative shotgun NGS of previous and modified or infected samples, there is a good chance to detect viral or microbial genomes without complex isolation and cultivation attempts. One of the most impressive findings was the detection of a new Arenavirus causing fatal outcome in transplanted patients and the detection of polyomavirus as a causative agent of Merkel cell carcinoma [28, 29] . Although these examples depict that various biological fields and application categories have had a wide influence on unresolved medical problems, there seems to be no broad application of NGS in medical diagnostics.
NGS in Medical Diagnostics: Not Yet Well Developed
The first medical diagnostic utilization of NGS transferred from ultra-deep sequencing of microbes. Inherent to all NGS methods is the fact that all DNA molecules in a chosen sample are amplified and sequenced. Therefore multiple sequence reads (so-called reads) with different lengths of up to 400 base pairs are generated, stacked on the basis of analog sequences, and classified by the discrepancy into groups, which may then represent a clone or allele. If minute amounts of related genetic variants regardless of the origin of the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), deletions, or insertions appear, they are then classified as different alleles or clones. On a specific segment of reads, depth of coverage (abbreviated as coverage) is represented by the amount of sequences with the same nucleotides in the same positions. The higher the coverage, the higher the probability of finding different clones with appropriate certainty. The sensitivity of NGS in comparison to Sanger sequencing is much higher and makes the detection and quantification of various clones possible if overall coverage is high enough.
Sensitive diagnosis of drug-resistant HIV strains and subsequent modification of treatment is imperative for the successby total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF). Misincorporation errors are the most common error, especially when a new nucleotide follows a G.
The 454 Sequencing™ system (Roche 454 Life Sciences), represented now by 3 instrument types, the Genome Sequencer (GS)-FLX (400 bp read length), the GS-FLX+ (800 bp), and the GS Junior (400 bp), is a pyrosequencing reaction in which in each step 1 of 4 nucleotides (dNTPs) is added to the reaction [6] . If complementary, the dNTP is incorporated by PCR, subsequently releasing pyrophosphate. Using pyrophosphate, ATP sulfurylase converts ADP to ATP. Luciferase oxidizes luciferin to oxiluciferin in the presence of ATP. This reaction is accompanied by the emission of light. The reaction chain is stoichiometric, so 1 incorporated nucleotide is equivalent to a batch of emitted photons. All 4 nucleotides are washed in every step of elongation, and light emission is detected by CCD optical systems. Millions of sequences are read by the sensitive optical systems, incorrect reads are deleted, and available ones are transferred. Hence, NGS requires sophisticated data management systems, high performance computing, and dedicated bioinformatic tools to process the high amount of data into results [7] .
Next Generation Sequencing in Biology: A Leverage for Medicine
Nevertheless, NGS were designed primarily for biology, metagenomics, and plant genomics, where genomic complexity, long ranges of repetitive sequences, and multiple overlaying genomes cause problems whenever conventional sequencing methods are used. This adds to the fact, that chain-termination sequencing in genomics requires vast resources, although the speed of research is limited and by common sense it is nearly impossible to manage the sheer amount of workload and data in one institution. It was for instance possible with NGS to decipher the genome of crop, tomatoes, and more importantly grapevine [8] [9] [10] . On the basis of these total genome sequencing approaches it will be feasible to mediate the ripening, drought endurance, yield, and disease resistance of crops and fruits [11] . Total genome sequencing has also had an impact on paleogenomics, demonstrating that the very young species Homo sapiens does not directly originate from Neanderthals. This is mind-blowing, especially considering the meticulous work applied to examining minute bone samples aged more than 30,000 years with highly fragmented DNA and potential contamination [11, 12] . Even the sequencing of a wooly mammoth highlighted how fast total genome sequencing may be applied after discovery [13] . Sequencing organisms, especially workhorses in biological research like Caenorhabditis elegans, its transcriptome, or the distribution of miRNAs in Danio rerio and the mapping of the Escherichia coli genome elucidated basic requirements in structural biology and led to further work on unknown organisms and viruses [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Using NGS for me- pathways to generate high resolution typing results: One is by starting with a preliminary low resolution typing approach and then selecting specific probes and primers for high resolution typing. The other is the selection of SBT as the primary test and then adding on SSP-PCR or SSOP to distinguish ambiguities. Using a more selective and specific SBT approach to narrow the possible variations is an alternative. Ambiguities are the most prominent reason for this cascade of assays, because they may occur in 41% of HLA-A and 21% of HLA-B typing results mostly due to the fact that exon 4 is commonly not tested [55] . Allele ambiguities appear when polymorphisms, which distinguish alleles, are located outside of the regions of amplification, where primers or hybridization oligonucleotides determine the borders. Anyway, the required assay is not able to sort out alleles defined by these outlier polymorphisms. These ambiguities usually determine null alleles in which the HLA molecule is not expressed or truncated and therefore may generate an alloreactive response [56, 57] . Not identifying an HLA null allele in recipients is de facto a mismatch and therefore a hazard in which donor T cells are stimulated and further induce graft-versus-host disease. In the case of a truncated version, a minor histocompatibility antigen is produced and may induce rejection. Null alleles should be detected, and this is usually done by serology or null-allelespecific SSP-PCR, or in expanded forms of SBT in which flanking intron splicing sites are sequenced. Genotyping ambiguities occur when it is impossible to establish phase between closely linked polymorphisms. One of the most common forms of ambiguity is cis/trans ambiguity in which adjacent ambigous nucleotide readouts create combinatorial chances to assign to different polymorphisms. These ambiguities are resolved by SSP-PCR or SSOP on the region of ambiguity or by family typing. However, more and more laboratories consider implementing testing of exon 4 for class I and exon 3 for class II. The clinical relevance of other exons which are not tested, in terms of alloreactivity, expression, or structural conformation, remains unknown, but there is a general perception that they may be clinically irrelevant or pose a low impact on the course of treatment. However, the majority of known HLA alleles are not thoroughly sequenced in all exons, and therefore a silent question remains if they are clinically relevant. Furthermore, typing additional loci like HLA-C or HLA-DP is recommended either as a result of retrospective mortality analysis in bone marrow transplantation or for immunobiological reasons relating to the match or mismatch to KIR [58, 59] . To add some complexity, the growth of newly found alleles is ever increasing. The IMGT/HLA database contained at the time of inception 964 alleles and includes nowadays (April 2011) 6,534 alleles [60] . However, all approaches require time as they are incrementally designed, and there is still a problem especially with SSOP and SSP-PCR due to unidentified genotypes. Extended waiting time for the transplant should be avoided as toxicity of the therapy and possible recurrence of ful management of HIV-infected patients. Antiretroviral treatment is associated with an increased probability to develop resistant strains, improper detection of these strains raises mortality [30] . Phenotypic assays and even approved genotyping assays by chain termination sequencing detect resistant strains only if a resistant clone surpasses the threshold 20% of total viral DNA [31, 32] . Even at a lower level, resistant strains may develop clinically relevant virologic failure. Detecting low-abundance variants down to a level of about 1% of the viral population shows better clinical results in terms of mortality and virological failure [33] . Furthermore, chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5) antagonists blocking the entry of HIV into the target cell by binding to the CCR5 molecule represent a different class of drugs. Therapy with these inhibitors requires the knowledge of the V3-loop of HIV-1 env which binds to the CCR5 receptor. Phenotypic assays currently in use take a long time, therefore genotyping is recommended in Europe because it is cheaper and faster [34] . NGS has nowadays a clear position in the use for tropism testing prior to the administration of CCR5 inhibitors [35, 36] .
In oncology, the primary interest was to map genes of solid tumors and to find and quantify genes in heterogenic tissue [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Although the diagnostic benefit is quite low, mapping and epigenetic testing may select some genes of interest [42] . Additionally new markers in leukemia and specific patterns of RUNX1, RAS, CBL, and TET2 were defined by NGS [43] . It seems to be becoming one of the new methods in hematology, due to the possibility to quantify genes and their patterns, and resolve multiple clones harboring these genetic modifications [44] . Even cytogenetically normal leukemia can be detected by NGS [45] . But more interesting are the results of ultradeep sequencing to verify different clones [46, 47] . This approach will add some valuable information to refine treatment protocols.
Headaches with High Resolution Typing in Immunogenetics
Stem cell transplantation requires exact and reliable results in the determination of HLA alleles located in the highly polygenic and polymorphic region of the short arm of chromosome 6. It is commonly accepted that low resolution typing ('2 digits') is not sufficient and results in higher mortality as well more acute graft versus host disease [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . High resolution typing ('4 digits') of HLA-A, B, C, DRB1 and, more recently, DQB1, is performed either by sequence-specific oligonucleotide probes (SSOP), sequence-specific primer (SSP) PCR, or sequence-based typing (SBT) on exons 2 and 3 for class I and exon 2 for class II. These are the most relevant genetic regions coding the -helices and -sheets of the antigenbinding cleft of the exofacial HLA portion. Interestingly there is no method superior to the other, and testing strategies may vary from one laboratory to another. In general there are 2 emulsion PCR is a pooled PCR process. One crude method is the division of PicoTiterPlates and slides into multiple sections by using screens to form up to 16 gaskets. However, this implies a loss of total sequencing capacity, and a high workload as samples have to be processed individually and viewed with caution since sample mix-up may easily happen. Barcoding individual amplicons prior to emulsion PCR helps to tag individual samples and run through the whole process without change [61, 62] . Primers used for sample amplification are connected to an oligonucleotide with a signature sequence which is unique to the individual sample. This sequence appears in the read and the bioinformatics system bins all reads with the same barcode signature sequence. One obstacle is relating to the length of the barcode which adds to the adapter and primer and may count up to 10 bases. This in fact reduces the use in all NGS platforms with short reads. A further restraint is the fact that amplification may be inhibited by the long tail attached to the primer. Various primer/barcode combinations must be validated before use and meticulous testing in combinations is needed to verify if preferential amplification or inhibition is avoided. Not all barcodes are useful and restrictions in the breadth of possible barcodes may appear. A new approach (Access Array™; Fluidigm Inc., South San Francisco, CA, USA) is the use of an array platform in which up to 48 different primers can be ligated with different barcodes and prior to performing the sample PCR reaction, which circumvents the problem of high costs with endless batteries of primer/barcode combinations.
Capacity
In terms of economics it is important to pack as much as possible into 1 run. The overall amount of reads is not crucial as is the length of reads and the coverage required to have reliable results. Illumina and SOLiD produce about 1 Gb per run, whereas 454 is in the range of 400-600 Mb. The lower amount of reads is easily compensated by longer reads in this platform.
Current Strategies in Using NGS for Immunogenetics
Recent publications indicate that there are 2 possible NGS strategies on the 454 system which is to date the only system in use in immunogenetics but also in molecular immunohematology [63] . The most common approach is the expansion of SBT to NGS in which exons are amplified and sequenced, the other one is transcript sequencing.
Exon-Based Approaches
Bentley et al. [64] demonstrated that clonal sequencing enables unambiguous typing results in terms of cis/trans or genotyping ambiguities. Barcoded primers for the amplification of disease may cause complications. However, all laboratory strategies lead to loss of valuable time at the cost of the patient's chances of survival. On the other hand many different assays and reagents have to be kept in the repertoire of the immunogenetics laboratory. Resolving ambiguities is not only cumbersome but also costly, and reduces the patient's chances. The search for new ways to cope with the growing number of alleles and the complexity of resolving these alleles resulted in recent publications showing the usefulness of NGS in immunogenetics.
Selection of the Appropriate NGS Platform for Immunogenetics
Some features of NGS shed light on the possible use for immunogenetics. In the following, some parameters are highlighted for selecting the appropriate platform. All criteria and, more so, the longer experience, make the 454 system the most appropriate to be explored for immunogenetics.
Read Lengths
The short read lengths of SOLiD and Illumina are ideal for expression analysis, miRNA quantification, and promoter binding studies but have a lower potential for de novo sequencing due to the short read length. The 454 system started with 120 bp on average (GS 20), and duplicated read lengths to 250 bp (GS FLX) and now up to 400 bp (GS FLX titanium). This gives the superb advantage of sequencing total exons.
Clonal Sequencing
All NGS systems apply emulsion PCR or solid phase amplification and therefore clonal sequencing. Next-NGS sequencing by single DNA samples has not been explored on the grounds of clonal sequencing.
Time to Result
NGS takes a long time overall. The major segments of the process are: sample preparation and amplification, DNA library preparation, emulsion PCR or solid phase amplification, normalization, sequence run, data acquisition, and bioinformatics. The first 3 steps are nearly identical in every platform mentioned. A difference in time usage can be found in the amplification and in the sequence run which varies from a few hours to many days. The enormous amount of data can further delay getting the result for many hours, even days.
Barcoding NGS systems are primarily designed for total genome sequencing, so some constraints have to be taken into account if amplicon-based sequencing is considered. The most significant is the inability to distinguish different samples in 1 run, as there is no way to allocate them per se to 1 individual and therefore support the conclusion, that due to allelic imbalance a generally higher coverage is required to enable safe assignments if one of the alleles is weakly amplified or has low reads. It was shown that the depth of base calls depends on the position. Again, most errors in the reads occurred at the end and comprised of misincorporations and incorrect insertions or deletions. In general the results made clear that unambiguous results are easily obtained and even make NMDP codes and interim reports obsolete. Developments in software have improved testing protocols and have made their distribution feasible. In a study with 8 different reference laboratories, which had either high experience with NGS in immunogenetics, general experience with NGS or were well-known HLA-typing laboratories but used NGS for the first time, a uniform protocol with a basic, already published set of primers was used to evaluate the robustness and reliability of NGS in immunogenetics [67] . 4 cell lines and 16 samples coming from 6 participants were sent out with the same set of reagents. The samples were selected as challenging ones, as they all were previously tested by standard SBT and SSP-PCR assays and had certain ambiguities or contained new and unknown alleles. The loci included were HLA-A, -B, -C, DRB1, DRB3/4/5, DQB1, DPB1, and DQA1. Some of them had truncated coverage by sample PCR as some primers were located within the exons and not at their respective boundaries or in flanking introns. As foreseeable, this was in some cases a reason for residual ambiguities. A barcode (MID tag) was tailed to the primers to allow simultaneous amplification of 10 samples in each of the 2 gaskets. Amplicons were purified to remove primer-dimers and evaluated by electrophoresis. Quantification by spectrofluorimetry and precise normalization of DNA concentrations was one of the most crucial steps prior to emulsion PCR as indicated by general publications [68] . In this intermediate step, the quality of the laboratories was documented. The target value was set to 600,000 amplicons for further sequencing, but even laboratories with the lowest bead loads of about 79,000 had superb results. The Conexio ATF software displayed the consensus sequence read in comparison to the IMGT/HLA database. Sets of genotypes are binned to a zero mismatch group or others with the respective amount of mismatches. Some exons, like exon 4 in class I MHC, had no comparative sequence in the database, and the study clearly indicated that total sequencing of new genotypes is needed for the purpose of NGS. In some groups, occurring mismatches were clearly ascribed to lower fidelity problems of the polymerase, and PCR misincorporations and pyrosequencing errors resulted in rare sequence reads which are clearly distinguishable from the zero mismatch reads, as the amount of reads accounts for a very small population. However, this requires manual editing which was essential in 3.7% of the loci. Overall concordance with known genotypes was obtained in 97.2% on the genotype level and in 98.3% on the allele level but correlated with the experience of the labora-24 cell lines of 14 exons in total (HLA-A, -B, -C: exon 2, 3, 4 ; HLA-DQA1; DQB1: exon 2, 3, DBP1, DRB1: exon2) were constructed and all samples simultaneously sequenced. The assignment of genotypes was computed by the Conexio ATF software (Conexio Genomics, Fremantle, WA, Australia). If more than 1 genotype was assigned, the top genotype was selected. Manual editing was required to inactivate sequences which did not meet quality rules or in cases where sequences had to be trimmed or when low copy numbers of homozygous samples occurred. The concordance of the sequences with known results, typed by SSOP and SBT, was 99.4% for all loci. Furthermore the authors could demonstrate that coamplified sequences of other HLA loci (DRB3/4/5) have to be filtered out by the software to avoid confusion in the assignment process.
In a very interesting case the authors demonstrated the ultra-deep sequencing capabilities of their assay. Maternally derived cells were detected in a severe combined immunodeficiency (SCIDS) patient after stem cell transplantation. An additional HLA-B and HLA-C allele, the non-transmitted HLA-allele from the mother, was detected in minute amounts demonstrating clearly that 1-2% of the cells were maternally derived.
In a subsequent publication with donor samples, a strategy with bidirectional sequencing primers set in flanking intronic regions for exons 1.2.3.4 in HLA-A and -B confirmed that clonal sequencing enables unambiguous results [65] . The authors mentioned that caution should be exercised with regard to the quality of reads. To check the overall quality, a set of internal quality sequences with a high fraction of homopolymers, which are challenging for the 454 system, is included in each run. 24% of these internal control beads had sequencing errors, indicating that 1 error in every 5,011 nucleotides may occur. Errors accounted for unidentified reads in up to 20% of all reads in 1 locus. Moreover, there is preferred amplification which may not only show differences in the reads counted in each allele but also between forward and reverse reads which are not evenly distributed as expected. 44% of 454,847 reads did not pass the quality filters set by the software. The major sources of rejection were aclonal emulsion PCR resulting in the amplification of more than 1 type of DNA on a bead, short read lengths, incomplete extension, and bad trimming of read ends. In situations with heterozygous hybrid alleles, the combinatorial problems may still reside and therefore additional testing may be needed.
Expanding the quest for unambiguous typing, class II loci were included in the testing of patient/donor samples [66] . 4 samples were tested for HLA-A, -B, -C, -DRB1, -DQB1, in which 17 of the 20 loci had combinations of well documented ambiguities. About 14% of the controls did not pass the quality filters and 95.5% of the reads aligned correctly. Also, the authors demonstrated that on some occasions the amount of reads is not equal depending on the allele in question and Conclusion 454 sequencing has the potential for unambiguous HLA typing if a high number of exons is tested to avoid allele ambiguities. It is obvious that primers should be set into flanking intronic regions to avoid ambiguities. This has been clearly shown by studies in which a high concordance with pre-tested samples was found and ambiguities needed no further resolution. Some caution should be exercised with regard to heterozygous hybrid alleles which appear very seldom and can be resolved by cDNA sequencing. Although the time to produce a result seems to be much longer than with Sanger sequencing, the overall time to achieve an unambiguous result is shorter [67] . Moreover, pre-and post-processing are not yet solved sufficiently, as workload is high and repetitive. For instance more than 14,000 pipetting steps are required to test 48 samples. Specifically, for amplicon-based sequencing approaches, separation of pre-and post-PCR laboratory space despite automation is one of the most prominent features needed in the future. Unavoidably, costs to operate the whole NGS laboratory are an issue, which may be seen primarily by laboratories that rely on high throughput HLA testing, like donor registries. To make the whole system cost effective, a high volume of simultaneously tested samples is important. Adding to the investments, the high reagent costs push the laboratory to fill as many samples into the platform as possible. Packing as much as possible into the test generates a major disadvantage: High volumes are creating low coverage and thus are conflicting with the minimum coverage needed. Cheap testing is in conflict with quality but also causes further costs. Barcode and adapter primers require HPLC cleaning and are expensive. A high amount of samples also induces a high number of validated barcoded primers, loss of sequencing capacity, and high software performance which is not standardized yet. Significant amounts of reads are not passing the quality filter. These lost reads may be seen as sunk costs. Further development is needed to get a clear view of how the overall process can be improved to curtail losses and how to optimize the amount of samples.
Errors occur most often at the end of the read. Homopolymers located at the end may be troublesome, as they are in general a weak spot of the 454 system. Trimming ends with bioinformatic tools is important to improve the quantity of reads useful for assignment. Low fidelity sample PCR may also decrease the coverage and lead to allele dropouts. Internal quality control sequences are added to ensure a system which is monitoring the general quality of emulsion PCR and sequencing. The fraction of wrong or rejected controls indicates the overall performance and reliability of the system and should be closely followed as the percentage of rejected reads has an influence on the overall rejection rate and further on the coverage. If the use of a NGS in diagnostics is considered, precautions should be taken to validate runs with quality reports derived from internal quality controls. tories and the loci. HLA-A had the lowest concordance with 91% and HLA DQB1/DQA1 the highest with 100%. However, the fact, that such a high concordance was achieved even in laboratories with a low experience level was astonishing and adding to this, 3 new genotypes were found by all participants. Some known weaknesses of the method were demonstrated too: Reliability toward the end of the read is lower and, more importantly, homopolymers in the last 20 positions of any sequence read may not be correctly reproduced. As the maximum length of reads is about 250 bp and some exons span over 300 bp, the forward and reverse read have a lower coverage in the middle portion of the exon, which again limits the ability to sort out any ambiguity. Longer reads up to 450 bp as provided by the next version, the titanium chemistry, are certainly better as they enable full coverage of exons and even adjacent intron sites. NGS clearly showed in this study that clonal sequencing abrogates the appearance of genotype and cis/trans ambiguities. More and longer amplicons will provide better typing results. The workload is cumbersome, automation is dearly needed, and still in 3.7% manual editing is unavoidable. Even less experienced laboratories were able to achieve very good concordance, but some experience is required if the overall coverage is low.
cDNA Sequencing
With a similar approach as performed in the MHC typing of macaques, in which a 190 bp amplicon spanning from the 1 to the 2 domain in the MHC class I was generated after cDNA transcription from RNA, Lank et al. [69] selected 48 samples of 47 human cell lines and 1 clinical sample. RNA was extracted, quantified, and reverse transcribed to cDNA. 2 sites with low polymorphism in exon 1 and 3 of class I were found and primers designed which were theoretically capable to align to 2,330 class I alleles. Although some primers had 1 base pair mismatches, less efficient amplification was clearly demonstrated, but it was also indicated that these primers may amplify even if not fitting well to the template. These universal primers tailed with barcodes amplified a section of 581 bp which was then applied for NGS. Analysis started with quality trims and inactivation of short reads. Using a BLASTlike software, sequences were aligned. Albeit the length of the amplicon was much longer than the maximum achievable sequence length, the coverage of overlapping forward and reverse reads was high enough to align correctly. In comparison to previous results, 41 of 48 samples were concordant. One of the discordant samples was a null allele which is clearly not identifiable by this approach of NGS and reflects the clinical relevance. However, the authors indicated that a longer amplicon with 927 bp may be generated covering the whole stretch down to the transmembranous region and resolving 95% of all ambiguities. The importance of software shall not be underestimated. Good software is essential. Further developments are awaited. Especially needed are software tools to validate the runs, create quality reports, and manage data to track any sample throughout the entire process, which is very complicated.
Overall, NGS has an enormous potential in immunogenetics, but further improvements in the process, software, and reagents are required before NGS can be implemented in routine diagnostics. The scientific community in immunogenetics has to fill gaps in published genotypes to enable the safe use of databases. This technology will add a twist to laboratories because high throughput is required to keep such systems efficient. It will possibly reduce the workload of many laboratories, as the cascading strategy to dissolve ambiguities will not be needed anymore. This method will have to demonstrate in the future that it can bring further improvements for routine testing and be cost-effective. Otherwise it will become yet another hype.
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Manual editing is required but should be circumvented. To avoid this, quality and even distribution of DNA content after emulsion PCR are required to ensure high coverage and a clear assignment of the sequences. A big challenge is manual editing in which rare sequences have to be distinguished from erroneous ones that passed the quality filter. Typically, rare alleles harbor multiple polymorphisms, and erroneous sequences may occur with only 1 position not fitting into the correct allele.
Contrary to the economic driving force of high numbers of simultaneously tested samples is the demand to generate high coverage. This is needed to leverage allelic imbalance, different efficiencies of forward and reverse reads, and inherent amplification preferences or shortcomings of specific sequences. A high coverage also enables the detection of rare alleles and by statistical means also helps to use bioinformatic tools much more easily. High coverage also prevents allele dropouts as does PCR primer optimization. Sample PCR should be meticulously validated to avoid allele imbalance. Another problem is the difficulty to correctly assign homopolymer regions. This will remain as a general problem, as correctly assigning homopolymers seems to be an inherent problem of pyrosequencing.
